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500 to Attend
Swine Day
Five hundred swine producers, stockyard salesmen,
feed dealers and business men
from the southern third of the
state are expected to attend
the Eighth Annual Swine Day
Thursday. The sessions will
be held in the Agriculture
Building's Muckelroy Auditorium and in Morris Library
Auditorium.
Discussions of farm buildings, meat type hogs, profit
from swine and on-farm testing for back fat and feed
efficiency will be presented.
Roben Rust, meat extension specialist at Iowa State
University, will present a
special program for area meat
market employes and housewives in conjunction with the
Swine Day.
Rust will demonstrate new
techniques for cuttir.g and
handling pork at 10 a.m. in
Morris Library Auditorium.
He will also appear on the
afternoon program in Muckelroy Auditorium.
Rust has been one of the
pioneers in promoting the
"meat type hog" and has demonstrated nationwide his new
pork cutting ideas and techniques for producers, retailers and consumers.
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Delegates for J08 Countries
Register Today in Model U.N.
Batter Up, Already

•••

By Tim Ayers

Novalc Eleet«l
IFC Preaident
The Interfraternity Councll
bas elected Cbarles R. Novak
its new president.
Novak was ehosen to complete the term of office of
Dan Crumbaugb, who quit
school because of llinesa.
Novak is also president of
Delta Chi, social fraternity.

'Faust' Excerpts
To Be Performed
Excerpts from the Opera
Workshop production of Gounod's "Faust" wiH be presented at 10 a.m. and I p.m.
at roday's convocation programs in Shryock Auditorium.
The programs will feature
all of the main characters in
the opera production.
Solos, duets, trios and the
final trio composed of Mephistopheles, Faust and Marguerita, will be the highlights
of today's
convocation
programs.
Joel Thomas will take the
lead singing part as Mephistopheles and Douglas Horner
and Jack O'Niel will be singing the title role of Faust.
Sharon Huebner and Katherine
Kimmel will both be singing
the part 0: Marguerita.
Marjorie Lawrence, former
Metropolitan ()~ra star and
director of the Opera Workshop will give a brief discussion of the songs and the
opera in general.

CAN SPRING BE FAR BEHIND? - When baseball teams take to the open air the first warm
day of the year, it's a sure si&n that Spring can't
be too far away. Baseball Coach Abe Martin had

his players outside the SID A~na Thursday for
their first open air practice session of the sea.
season.

Heralding the StorDl

GS Students in Trouble to Get Wamings
Be/ore
They
Reach A.cademiiPProbation
'J'
J
'<.:
_
General Studies students
who run into scholastic difficulties will be given warnings on their grade slips as
they approach academic probation, John W. Voigt, executive officer of the General

Enforcing Liquor Law Is
By Larry Lorenz
(Third in a·Series)
Police Chief Jack G. Hazel
has to enforce the law in
Carbondale. It's a big task,
growing larger as the University grows. Enforcing ordinances relating to illegal possession of alcoholic beverages
can be a headache.
To illustrate, Hazel told of
a night when he and three of
his officers set out to check
identification at a local ta vern.
Hazel and one of the officerwent in one door, the othE..
twO officers went in another.
Hazel asked a youth for his
10 card. It showed he was
over 21. The next youth was
also over 21. And the next.

Micken to Open
Plenary Session

Then Hazel noticed that the
name on the card seemed
familiar. He realized it belonged to the first youth he
checked and was being passed
through the crowd ahead of
him. Before he could find
the person who had last given
him
the
card someone
snatched it from his hand and
disappeared.
Hazel laughed at the story
as he told it, but he was
s'~lious about its implications.
"The crowds in some of
these places make it almost
impossible to check everyone:' he said, especially on
the weekends when they are
packed with students. So
underage youthg are able to

Studies
progra m,
said
Wednesday.
Any student With 10 negative. hours or more will be"
given one of the warnings,
Voigt said.
_<
He added that instructorS'

Big_~!~tk
get served with relatively Uttie difficulty in many Carbondale taverns.
The results: "Last month
we had 15 c"ses of liquor
violations-using false ID'sor
buying liquor under age:'
Hazel said. In December there
were only seven arrests; in
November, four; and in September and October. three
each. In addition, there were
numerous cases of disorderly
conduct and disturbing the
peace connected with drinking.
Hazel said the violations
are almost impossible to prevent. He and his men spotcheck the taverns. But he said
he just hasn't enough men to
(Continued on Page 12)

in Ge~ral Studies- courses
are bemg encouraged to post
midterm grades. as an additional notice to .,tudents that
they may be in trouble.
Voigt also said that two new
General Studies courses have
been approved. They are elementary Portuguese (freshman level) and historical study
of Islamic heritage (junior
level). They will be taught
starting this fall. The Islamic
heritage course faUs into Area
C, Voigt said.
A new course in economic
botany is being prepared for
the next winter quarter. Voigt
said. It will be taught by
closed -circuit television,
movie films and color slides.
This is SIU's· first multimedia production for educational television, according to
Voigt.
Voigt said there will be a
new technique used in teaching
biology in the near future.
Booths, similar to those in
the Language Laboratory, will
be used to enable the student
to run his own movie.

Registration for delegates
to the Model United Nations
begins at 6 p.m. today in the
Gallery Lounge of the University Center.
Pat Micken, student body
preSident, will open the first
plenary session at 7:30 p.m.
with a welcoming speech.
Afterwards. officials will be
introduced.
The Model U.N. executive
officials are George J. Paluch,
secretary - general; -Afak
M. Haydar, president; Farout
F. Umar. vice presidt!nt;
Donna Ragsdale. chef du
cabinet; Beverley R. Bradley.
secretary; and Roben J.
Wene, parliamentarian.
After the introductions, the
delegates will vote on the
adoption of rules and the
agenda. Three-minute policy
speeches by representatives
of several of the participating
nations then will be given.
On Friday, committees will
meet from 9 a.m. until noon
and from 1 until 5 p.m.
The four committees are
administriltive and bUdgetary,
economic and financial, political and special political.
At 7:30 p.m. Friday, in the
BalIroom, Amjad Ali, current
ambassador to the United Nations from Pak~3tan, will
speak to the delegates. Afterwards, he will be the guest of
honor at a reception in the
Ballroom.
The second plenary session
will convene at 9 a.m. Saturday, and the member nations
will vote on resolutions drawn
up by the committees.
This year's Model U.N. will
seat 108 nations. Delegates
are attending from the Edwardsville campus of SIU as
well as from Mundelein College,
Greenville College,
MacMurray College, McKendree College, and Southeastern Illinois Junior College. all in Illinois. and Paducah Junior College in
Kentucky.

GllS 'BOO,e

Gus said he knew the War
on Poveny was under way
when it took nine men to
put up a flag pole at Thompson Point.

24 Join Management Group
The SIU chapter of the product to train. mold and
Society for the Advancement refine its needs.
of Management has inducted
New members are: Charles
2.4 ~ew members.
A. Andreas, Vincent B. Coors.
George P. Cullen, Michael
The society is the national Curin, James E. Downen.
professional organization of Robert C. Ehlert. Urban J.
management people in indus- Frazier. Patrick J. Gonski,
try whose aims are to develop Joseph Garbacz. Ruth E.
human resources and to pro- Haaker.
vide business with a better
William J. Haas, John V.
Hahn, Stephen C. Hinkle.
Steven G. Holtz, George J.
Kosmak. Kevin M. Lally.
Charles B. Lounsbury. Daniel
M. Maga.
for
Naya M. Pandiri, Steven B.
Patner. JohnT. Peirick,Linda
him
K. Rich. Peter M. Souhrada.
and Ronald J. Whitney.
on

Intran,ural Games
Slated in Arena
Five intramural basketball
games are scheduled tonight
in tbe Arena.
Arena. 8:15 p.m.
Abbott Rabbits vs. Warren
II
El Mahal vs. Felts 1st
Bailey Boots vs. Last
Reson

give
a

butane

DARWIN PAYNE

'FauII'l. flp-na.l

Modern Time and Setting for Opera Bring
Challenge to Set Designer Darwin Payne

Arena. 9:15 p.nt.
Alpha Kappa Psi Actives
Darwin Payne. associate
vs. Biology
director of the Opera WorkAFO vs. Misfits
shop and instructor in opera
production. has found a challenge in the production of
Gounod's "Faust."
This challenge developed
when the traditional Middle
Ages setting was changed to
the 20th century. The actors
and Singers will be clothed in
World War II garments and
will speak 20th-century English instead of German.
The concept for this completely modern treatment of
"Faust" is the brain-child
of Katherine Dunham, internationally recognized dancer
and choreographer currently
an artist-In-residence at SIU.
who is director of dance for
the production.
"Faust:' produced byMar-

lighter

.-----------'1

at

$10.95
from ~
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jorie Lawrence, former Metropolitan Opera star and for
the past five years director
of the Opera Workshop atSIU.
will be staged Friday thru
Sunday at the Carbondale
Campus and Wednesday in tbe
Edwardsville Campus areaat Hathaway Hall on tbe Monticello CoUege campus.
Payne also served as stage
director and designer for
"Madame
Butterfly" and
"The Marriage of Figaro" at
SIU.
A graduate of SlU With the
bachelor's degree in theater
arts and both the master of
science and the master of
fine arts degree In theater
ans and design. Payne has
completed one year toward
his doctoral degree.
He has had extensive experience in designing stage
sets for summer theaters, including the Camden Hills
(Maine) Theater; the Shepherd
of the Hills Theater at Branson, Mo.; the Kelso Hollow
Theater, Petersburg, ill.; the
Boothbay Playhouse at Boothbay, Maine; and the Bushkill
Playhouse. Bushkill. Penn. In
the summers of 1962, 1963
and 1964 he was anistic director and head designer for
the SIU summer theater
company.
For two years he was designer for all productions of
the University theater and instructor in stage design. The
following year he served as
artistiC director of the University Theater at the University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, Canada and of the
Frederic Wood Theater. a
professio n al
repenory
company working in aSSOCiation With the University.
He then spent nine months
a~ designer and artistic di-

rector for Le Petit Theatre
Du Vieux Carre in New
Orleans. following that work
With six months as assistant
to the executive an director
of CBS-TV in New York City.

Fraternity Names
Sis Little Sisters
Six members of Sigma Kap-

pa. social sorority. have been
chosen as little sisters of
Phi Sigma Kappa. social
fraternity.
They are Leslie J. Bloom,
June K. Bolton. Nancy L. Martin, Renee M. Schmisseur,
Janet E. Hart and Donna K.
Gilbreath.
Jeanine M. KU)essa was initiated as a little sister of
Delta Chi. social fraternity.

Morrises to Be Host
To Frosh Societies
President and Mrs. Delyte
W. Morris will play host at
the annual mid-year tea to
members of Phi Eta Sigma
and Alpha Lambda Delta,
freshman scholastic societies, on Feb. 21. The tea
will be held at the president's
home.

Today's
Weathe,.
·~

I
>~
)

~-.-.

Cloudy with rain and a little
cooler today. High mostly in
4Os.

fiJ'todcenlUIJI
pr'PM!RU

'THE MAKING OF MOO'
a satirical comeciy

by Nig. D"nnis

A man and two women .••
stripped to the Soul ••. b
the perilous hours before ••

Friday & Saturday
8:30 p.m.
Students-.. 51.00
Regular_51.50

mSuRoTAMBA

-~ MICHAEL GOODUFFE • ALLAN CUTH8(RTSO,.:. MAURICE DENH~~

.·~~t~~===..::-::r~~=~~Db:;.nsy;.

phone 9.2913 for
reservations

.w9 S. ILLINOIS AVE.
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Activities

Pianists, Parisians
On WSIU Today

Meetings, Tryouts
Fill Todoy's Agenda
Inter Faith Council will meet
at 10 a.m. today in Room E
of the University Center.
The Aquaettes will meet at
5:30 p.m. at the University
Pool.
Tryouts for the Theta Xi Variety Show will begin at 6
p.m. in Furr Auditorium at
University School.
The Women's Fecreation Association
will
sponsor
varsity basketball at 6 p.m.
in the Large Gymnasium.
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet at 6 p.m.
in Room E of the University Center.
The
Student Non - Violent
Freedom Committee will
meet at 7 p.m. in the Studio Theatre of University
School.
The Modern Dance CluD will
meet at 7:30 p •.m. in the
Small Gymnasium.

"The Keyboard," a program of recordings by famous
pianists. will be presented at
3 p.m. today on WSIU.
Other highlights:

The Home Economics Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
the Modern Living Lounge
of the Home Economics
Building.
The University Center Planning Board Dance Committee will meet at 9 p.m. in
Room D of the University
Center.
The Christian Science Organization will meet at 9
p.m. in Room E of the
University Center.

10 a.m.
Every Man His Due: A
series concerning our legal
system presented in a
dramatized form.

2p.m.
Paris Star Time: Performances by Parisian stars.
2:45 p.m.
BUSiness Bulletin: News of
the business world.

Methodist Families
To Open. Homes
A plan is under way at the
International Student Center
to have some families from
the Grace Methodist Church
entenain international students in their homes.
Arrangements are being
made With the center by Roben L. Anderson, chairman
of Social Concerns Committee of the Church.
International students who
would enjoy home hospitality
witb some of the churCh fam"Human
Comedy." the
eroons"-Students from
ilies should contact the cenSpana High School interter in the next few weeks. story about life in a small
town during wanime. will be
view John Musenja.
the Film Classics Presentation at 8:30 tonightonWSIU- 7:30 p.m.
TV.
Bold
Journey:
"Coral
Author William Saroyan won
Reef" -Skin diving around
an Academy Award for his
the
coral
reef
reveals
the
story in 1934. Starring in the
vicious barracuda and giant
Marion B. Treece, head of movie are Mickey Rooney.
sea
turtles.
the Sectioning Center, an- James Craig. Van Johnson.
nounces that his office is now· Frank Morgan and Butch
8 p.m.
encouraging students to leave Jennings.
Other highlights:
SIU News Review: Events
their cards to be processed
and people on campus that
at a future time.
make news. presented by
If the student chooses to 7 p.m.
C1if Holman.
.\sk Me About: "Camleave his cards, he needs
only go through a quick check
to assure that he has no class
contlicts.
After this check. the student states his preference for
a night or Saturday class.
Then the student may leave.
The class schedule will be
returned to him at a later
date.
Last week about 900 students elected to take this option rather than wait in the
sectioning line.

Saroyan's "Human Comedy'
To Be on WSIU-TV Tonight

Sectioning Center
Urging Students
To Leave Cards

JOSEPH TAYLOR

Theta Xi Chooses
Taylor President
Joseph B. Taylor of Decatur was recently elected president of the Beta Delta Chapter of the Theta Xi frat>:rnity. He recently completed
a year as president of the
Interfraternity Council.
Others elected wert: Richard V. Gragg, internal vice
president; William C. Gard,
external vice president; Robert T. Drinan. treasurer;
James R. Mertz, social chairman; and Vance L. Wadleigh,
pledge trainer.
Andrew B. Bernhardt, corresponding secretary; Ronald
J. Smith. scholarship chairman; James P. Roden, house
manager; and LeRoy M.
Thomas, steward.

Shop With
DAILY EGYPTIAN
Advertisel'8

Home Eeonomin Cluh
Will Diseu88 Emotions
Students in a home and family class will discuss "Emotions Within Us" at a meeting of the Home Economics
Club at 7:30 p.m. today
in the Family Living Lounge
of the Home Economics
Building.

Sudsy Dudsy
......... ic. la ..... dry

~:.~~
•

DRY 11k

8 lb•. DRYCLEANING $1.50

UNIVE RSITY PUZA

Sale on Shoes and Slacks
Dress and Casual Shoes

)
12.95
13.95 )
15.95
16.95 )
9.95

Casual
Pants

6.66

10.95

Republican Group
Elects Officers
The Young Republicans
elected officers for the coming
year at a meeting last week.
Elected were Charles M.
Margraf, p.;:esident; Thomas
A~ Da~s~· vice preSident;
C'ynl!'Wla A. Patterson,
treasurer; Phyllis J. Monroe,
correstJOnding secretary; and
Janet K. Stieht. recording
secretary.
The next meeting of the
group will be at 7:30 p.m. Feb.
18 in Morris Library Auditorium. Final arrangements
for the Young Republican Convention to be held Feb. 19-20
in Chicago will be made at
that time.

8:30 p.m.
Concen-Salzburg Festival: A Hugh Wolf Lieder
Recital by Christa LudWig,
mezzo soprano, and Erika
Werba. pianist.

8.66
9.66

Winter Slacks
DAY
.give

diamond
Rendant

18.95
14.95
12.95
10.95
8.95
7.95

13.58
10.88
9.58
8.28
6.68
5.88

2 fo, 26.00
2 fo, 21.00
2 fo, 18.50
2 fo, 17.00
2 fo, 13.00
2 for 11.50

2 for 7.76

from

$25.00
at

McNeill's
JEWELRY
214 S. Illinois
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Thinking About People

Editorial Comment

Abe and the Little People
"They do not want much,
and they get ve.-y little ••••
I know how I would feel in
their place."
Thus Abraham Lincolnonce
spoke of the humble and the
lowly, the poor, ~he troubled,
the meek. They were the "little people" whose footsteps
frequently trod quietly over
the carpets of the White House.
They were the penniless old
ladies, the young wives concerned about their husbands
in the military, not generals,
but privates. They were also
the pleading parents seeking
pardons for their sonsyoungsters often in flight from
fear in the bloody Civil War,
often facing execution for
desertion, running from the
line of fire in their n:ltural
instincts.
"Let this man take the oath
and be discharged" or "Let
him fight instead of being
shot" were tlften direct commands frol""" the PreSident,
whose heart indeed was tender
in turbulent, troubled times.

Abe could and would stoop
generously to any level. "This
man wants to work, so uncommon a want that I think
it oUght to be gratified:', he
once directed to an aide, after
turning his ear to one of the
"little people" 'Pho came to
him for help. A $S check,
endorsed A. Lincoln, once
popped up, payable to "the
colored man with one ieg."
You might say that Abe
treated the "little people"
with the same undersnlOding
and concern that he showed to
the famous midget, Tom
Thumb, and his e qua 11 y
diminutive bride as they arrived as guests at a White
House reception.
The tiny pair looked into
the gaunt, bearded face that
towered high above them, and
then felt the gnarled, giant
hand extended to their fragile
hands, after which they were
presented witll great courtesy
to Mrs. Lincoln.
Abe had carefully seen to it
that their chairs were high

enough for dinner, and he
watched them with a sort of
amused sympathy throughout
the evening.
Abe liked the "little
people."
And in turn the "little
people" liked Abe. It might
best be expressed by a portion
of a letter received by Lincoln immediately after the
war, when the nation was attempting to piece itself
together once againr The letter came from a little village, Hamilton, Mass.
"You can't tell anything
about it in Washington, where
they make a noise on the
slightest provocation•••• But
if you had been in this little
speck of a village this morning
and heard the soft, sweet
music of unseen bells rippling
through the morning silence
frQm every quarter of the faroH horizon, you would have
better known what your name
is to the nation."

Goal of Our Soc;ef)~;
Greater Manhood
By Robert M. Hutchins
The official unemployment
rate among teenagers is 15
per cent. This is almost three
times the official rate for the
labor force as a Whole. The
official rates are fictitious,
in the sense that tbey do not
include those wbo have never
applied for work or who have
given up. I have beard estimates of their numbers ranging from 300,000 to 5 million.
Whatever the actual figure is,
it is large.
The favorite age for trying
to get into the work force is
18 or 19. In 1965 the number
of 18 and 19 year olds will
increase more than it did in
the entire decade ofthe 1950s.

Mike Schwebel

By Whose Definition?
The furor that arose last
week over the unwillingness of
a studenr-atWrightJuniorCollege in Chicago to read James
Baldwin's "Another Country"
was unnecessary and
regrettable.
According to news releases.
she was not required to read
the book, for it was em a
suggested reading list only.
And the college has a policy
of allOWing students who would
be offended by reading certain
books the right to select others'
that would be inoffensive to
them.
nlinois legislators, ineluding leaden: from both parties, . used this incident to
propagandize on obscene lit-

erature in our schools. Obviously this was done mainly
for political reasons.
Howeve!" , this unfortunate
action is not the crux of the
problem. The question is one
which has been debated countless times: What is obscene?
We feel the answer to this
lies with t!le individual,
especially at a university.
If young men and women on
the college campus, whicr is
more intellectual and liberal
than an ordinary town or
neighborhood. cannot choose
what they wish to read, then
surely here is one right which
is being overlooked in our
democracy.

We are not advocating an
all-out rush to provide smutty
books to students, but we feel
that the individual should have
the right to choose whether
or not he wants to read
questionable material. If for
religiOUS or moral reasons.
he does not wish to read some
literature, then he should not
be required to do so. We are
not condoning the availability
of pornography, but we do say
a book no more controversial
tha.'1 •• Another C 0 u n try"
should not be banned or
regulated except by the student himself.

It seems wholly unrealistic
to suppose that the problem
of the unemployment of youth
can be solved by economic
means. Do what you will to
the budget, to monetary policy,
to taxes or to public works;
technology and the growth of
the population will defeat you.
John Epperheimer Modern society is producing
more and more goods with
fewer people-and at the same
time producing more and more
people.
It is also unrealistic to suppose that tbe problem of the
unemployment of youth can be
Copyright 1965
when the President dedicates solved by training programs,
Los Angeles Times
however far - flung or elabus to making this a toetter
world. Heats all, how good it
makes you feel inside.
«Then I hear him talking
about 'sharing the fruits of
the land.' And, oh. how my
h ear tIe a p sup. "Maude,
Maude" I says, all excited.
'He's going to mention us.'
'Oh, Jud: she says, squeezing my hand, 'you really think
he is?'
"And he surely does. He
says us poor folks tave got
to be fed better and doctored
better and given a better deal.
Now I'm not saying he said
it better than old F .D.R. back
in 19 and 32. But I think he
said it better than most
Presidents have in their inaugural addresses in the past
60 years. And I can't tell
you how fine it was to hear
that the President was still
thinking of Maude and me."
"But then, walking home up ,
the dirt road afterward. I got
to worrying the way I usually
do following inaugural addresses. 'Maude: I says,
frowning, 'Do you rea 11 Y
think ••• '
" 'Now, now, Jud: She says,
patting my shoulder. 'I know
what's fretting you. But you
just got to have faith in the
future. I"m sure the President.
whoever he is, will mention us
He's Trying to Set 0 ~on-Shower-thon Record
.again next time.' ••

Poorfolk Re;oice in Inaugurals,
Sharin' the fruits of the Land
By Arthur Hoppe
San Francisco Chronic!e
Reaction is still pouring
in to Mr. Johnson's First
Inaugural Address, which will
go down in history.
Some expert commentators
see hints of some things in
it and other expert commentators see hints of other
things.
But, personally, I feel one
of the most interesting and
informed comments, whicb
may.· have been overlooked,
was·that of Mr. Jud J. Joad
of Appalachia Corners. Mr.
Joad is something of an expen on listening to inaugural
addresses. That being his only
form of .recreation.
ARTHUR HOPPE
"Yep," said Mr. Joad. "I
been listening to inaugural the storekeeper says we can
addresses, man and boy. for listen. Which was sure right
nigb on 60 years. My wife, kind, because it was a mighty
Maude. she's got a liking for fine inal.:gural address.
them, too. And it don't matter
"I liked the way he started
where we are at the time- off saying these were changthe Dust Bow), Harlan Coun- ing times. Took me back to old
IY or picking beans-But Teddy Roosevelt saying the
we find some fellow who's got same thing when Maude and me
an old cracked radio. I rec- was young. I squeezed her
ton you could say listening arm. fixing to tell her so,
to inaugural addresses every but she says. 'shh. I think
four years has been the high he's about to dedicate us all
point of our lives.
to making this a better world.'
"SO tbis time Maude and me,
"Sure enough. that's what
we go down to the Appalachia he did. So Maude and me,
General Store and though we we held hands just like we
~~~.~. :~~~~~d to. buy not.hin$~ .. always do every four years

.

ROBERT M. HUTCHINS

orate. Such programs wi i 1 of
course keep young people occupied while they are being
trained, but they serve no
purpose beyond that unless
there are jobs at the end of
the line. Technology and the
growth of the population mean
tbat this prospect is dim.
Perhaps we should make
a resolution somewhat more
fundamental than usual. Instead of resolving for the 40th
time to stop smoking and eat
less, we might, in view of the
undisputed facts we see around
us, determine to reconsider
our view of what life and
society are about.
The prevailing view of life
and society is that they are
about manpower. If we all
turn ourselves into manpower,
we and our country will be
rich, powerful and happy. For
example, if you ask any American what the aim of education
is. he will tell you tbat it is
to get ahead in life, and this
turns out to mean raising
yourself to a more lucrative
level of manpower.
But suppose that life and
society are really about manhood. Then we would have to
ask ourselves how we could
all become as human as possible. When talking abouteducation, we would have to inquire wbat contribution it
could make in assisting us in
this effort. I believe we would
conclude that the special task
of education was to help us
learn ho...., to use our minds.
We would then see the economic system, the state, work
and education in a new and
perhaps a better light. Instead
of thinking about economic
measures, we would think
about people, Instead of regarding full employment as the
aim of the state and work as
the aim of life, we would
reduce those employments
which dwarf or cripple human
development. We would expand
leisure and release human
powers now bound down by
the requirements of work.
Let us vote for manhood..
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New York Alumni

Wieman to Speak
During Retreat at
Theologi~al

To Hear Odaniell
The SIU Alumni Club r,f
greater New York will hold
its annual winter meeting at
7 p.m. Friday in New York
City.
Special guests will incJude
Maurice Clark. SIU Alumni
Association vice president. of
Western Springs, Ill •• who will
be the principal speaker, and
Robert Odaniell, SIU Alumni
Association executive
director.

&hool

Henry N. Wieman, profes- I
sor of philosophy, will lecture
at the annual retreat of the
Meadville Theological School
in Chicago Feb. 26-28.
Wieman bas previously
taught at the Meadville school.
commuting by train from Carbond ale to conduct ~minar
courses meeting two days a
week in addition to bis regular
schedule of teaching, lecturing and writing.
Wieman taught philosophy of
religion at the University of
Cbicago Divinity School for
20 years, and also taught at
Grinnell College, lowa,before
coming to SIU In 1956.
He is the author of a number
of widely known books in his
bat« at St. Mary's Hospital iD East St. Louis·
field, including "Man's Ul- RARE BOOK COLLECTION - Samael F. Lewis.
uamiDe a medical dictionary published iD 1854:
timate Commitment:" "The Edwardsville campus library staff; Robert ".
The tome is among the rare books donated by
MacVicar,
vice
pleSideat
for
academic:
affairs;
Source of Human Good," and
St. Mary's Hospital to the SIU Department of
"Intellectual Foundation of Marguet T. Shay, chairmaa of the ~t of
HursiDg.
HumiD..
and
Joseph
Lilli,
assistant
adariais-Faith." The latter won the
annual Pbilosophical Library
award in 1960 as the best book Addition to Campus Lihrary
WALNUT RINGS
on tbe general theme of
$1.65
philosopby and religion in rime
of stress.
WALNUT BRACELETS
Wieman is also the subject
of a book, ""The Empirical
$1.25
Theology of Henry Nelson
Wieman:' publisbed by ~be
St. Mary's Hospital of East of SIU's Depanment of Nurs- Motor.eoo.... SOee
RUSSIAN WINE
Macmillan Company in 1963 St. Louis has donated a 125- ing receive part of their
F....
GOBLETS
as the founb volume in its volume medical - historical clinical. experience at St.
"Living Theology" series. - collection to the SIU Depart- Mary·s.
51.65 ,
ment of Nursing.
Roben W. MacVicar. vice
SERVICE COMPANY
Many of the books have president for academic af515 s. ILL.
been out of print for 50 years fairs, accepted tbe collection
or more.
from Josepb Lilli, assistant
The books were used by administrator, who reprenurSing students when St. sented St. Mary'sadministraMary's operated its own tor. Sister M. Fabiola. It will
part - of
SIU's
nUrsing school. Now students become
EdWardsville-campus library.
The oldest volume is an 1854
copy of Dunglison's Dictionary
Swi,"",'.neI - The Ioot_ti_.' T,av_' Est.b'i.hment will loc.te job
of r..ledical Science, in its
op"-niti.. in Eu._ few ...yon. who Ii....L. id. . of a fun.filled.
original calfskin binding and
low cost trip to Euro .... Jobs ar. .v.il.bl. ill .11 fi.ld. throughout
Euro.... ,..t ..- . . .tvcl..... "'auld send $2 to Sea,ch Dept.. ITE. 68
with a handmade thumb index.
H ...."g..... V.duz, liecht.Mta_ ISwiberlanel} for. complete. clo-it.
Typical of books of that day,
you... lf prospectus which includes fII••ey to getting • job in Eu,op ••
it contains a 32-pagc catalog
the ,..".st EuropNft jol, u'.ction ••• il.bl .., ift5frudions. mena., Mving
at the end advertising other
t;~ .nd conc,uti.. infonn.tiDlt . . .i"9 • trip to europe (including
MelVin S. Brooks. associate volumes available from the
traMportetion, p"nibl. for 1_ fII... $100.
professor of sociology, has same publisher.
received a $14, 157 continuaTwo medical books in the
tion grant from the U.S. Public collection were printed in 1884
Health Service to suppon for and two others in 1894. A
another year hls research in volume published in 1950 is
DOUGLAS DAY
family stress and child the most recent.
behavior.
The Department of Nursing
The grant marks the second has its headquarters in East
year of work on the project St. Louis and has cooperaunder the U.S. Public H('alth tive agreements with several
The third day of Adver- Service sponsorship, Broo~s area hospitals and the East
tising Recognition Week ac- said. Much of the data for Side Health District for the
tivities on campus will fea- the study has been gathered. cliOlical education of student
A speCialist in rural socio- nurses,
ture a discussion of the advertising media, at 2 p.m. to- logy, Brooks has done signiday in the Home Economics ficant research on problems
NOW is the time
uf education among migrant
Lounge.
to plan aheo:!f for
Douglas Day, assistam ad- agricultural workers in addition
to
his
studies
of
family
summer.
vertising manager of the St.
stress.
Louis Post-Dispatch, and Sid
A member of the SIU faculty
Savan of the Savan/George
Advertising AgencyofSt. Lou- since 1956, he is a native of
is, will discuss newspapers, Wapato. Wash •• and graduate
radio and television asadver- of the State College of Wash"w. do ev.'Ythin,
ington. He holds a master's
tising media.
but pack you. lIo,s"
Advertising Recognition degree from Iowa State ColWeek is being sponsored "a- lege and Ph.D. degree from
Pl.•• 549.1863
the
University
of
Wisconsin,
tionally by the Advertising
715 S. University
Federation of America and both in rural sociology.
the Advertising Association
of the West and, on campus,
by Alpha Delta Sigma. professional
advertising
fraternity.
All events during the week
will be open to the public.

for

a
gift
she'll

remember

E. St. Louis Hospital Gives
Medical Collection to SIU

$269.9
BATES

Museum Shop

A Trip To Europe
For Less Than $100

Brooks Gets
$14,000 Grant
For Research

Make This a Special

Admen to Discuss
Media Here Today

For
The
College
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Top U.S. Strategists Discuss
Response to Newest Attack
WASHINGTON
(AP)
President Johnson called an
emergency National Security
Council meeting Wednesday
afternoon, but gave no clues
afterward on what the U.S.
response-if any-will be to a
new wave of Communist attacks in South Viet Nam.
The President summoned
his-·[op strategists to the White
House for a 13/4-hour session following word of l: ter- rorist blast destroying a U.S.
enlisted men's billet in Qui
Nhon, 270 miles northeast of
Saigon.
The Defense Depanment
said one U.S. serviceman is
known dead and an estimated
25 are missing in the bombing. An additional 14 were
injured, three of them critically.
A spokesman said 20 others
aSSigned to the billet escaped
unhurt. Indications are that all
are Army personnel.
A Viet Cong mortar barrage at Pleiku Sunday killed
8 Americans and wounded 146,
triggering U.S.-South Vietnamese reprisal air strikes
on Communist North Viet
Nam.

Dispatches from Saigon
Wednesday told offurther sizable Red guerrill~ offensives
throughout South Viet Nam.
Johnson came olltside after
the council meeting and walked
around the White House front
yard in relaxed fashion. He
declined to go beyond Press
Secretary George E. Reedy's
statement that the Viet Nam
situation "is receiving the
closest attention."
There was speculation that
the President might order further U.S. retaliation. or a
dispatch of U.S. security
forces to South Viet Nam to
guard Americ8ns there, or a
speedup in the evacuation of
U.S. dependents, now under
way.
Reedy declined to give backing to any of these lines of
speculation. In fact he replied
"no" when asked if a speedup
is planned in the removal of
dependents.
He said the President is
meeting With the cabinet this
afternoon, but that the session
was scheduled before the
latest turn of events in Viet
Nam.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff

met twice Wednesday, in the
morning and again in the afternoon.
A source said this was their
regular meeting day.
State Department press officer Robert J. McCloskey told
newsmen he was in no posi- •
tion to anticipate what decisions the United States might
make~

But there were strong indications from other official
sources that the United States
would take reprisal action.
The White House noted last
Sunday in announcing U,S. air
3trikes against Communist
North Viet Nam thattheywere
"in response to provocations
ordered anc! directed by the
Hanoi regime."
Meanwhile, the State Department once again doused
cold water on French President Charles de Gaulle's proposition for reconvening the
Geneva conference in Indochina with the aim of negotiating a settlement.
A French spokesman issued
a statement in Paris giving
De Gaulle's view that the
Southeast Asia conflict cannot
be settled by arms.

~---------------~
THAT'S RIGHT ...
CHUCK GLOVER
TRAILER SALES

HAS MOVED TO A
NEW LOCATION

--~

PRESIDENT IN A SWEAT - This photograph was taken earlier
this month, but the beads of perspiration on President Johnson's
forehead seem appropriate to the current sensitive Viet Nam
events.
(AP Wirephoto)

U. S. Officials Consider Effect
Of Soviet Aid to Red Viet Nam
By John M. Highi:ower
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
new Soviet pledge of assistance to Communist North Viet
Nam could change the course
of th~ E~ruggle between Communist and American-backed
forces in Southeast ASia, but
U.S. officials are not sure in
what direction.
The agreement announced
as Soviet Premier Alexei N.
Kosygin left Hanoi to return
to Moscow is in line With what
the Johnson administration
expected the Soviet Union
to do. Kosygin promised to
strengther. the "defense potential" of North Viet Nam.
U.S. officials said they think
the Soviet Union will give the
Vietnamese Co m mu nists
some kind of antiaircraft misgiles and perhaps a number
of late model MIG fighter
planes. Other equipment and
money mily also begin to flow
from Mosccw.
Generally. however. U.S.
authorities do not expect the
Soviet Union will pro\'ide essentially offensive eqUipment
at this point. such as bombers
or longer-range missiles for
striking into South Vier Nam.

Ticket Scalping
Curbs Proposed

3 MILES WT OF
CARBONDALE-RT. 13
YOU TOO CAN ENJOY A NEW EXPERIENCE
IN COMFORTABLE LIVING. .. IN A MOBILE HOME
SEE OUR COMPLETE LOT OF NATIONAL BRANDS.

RITZ - CRAFT - EMBASSY - ACADEMY - AiitMOR

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Legislation aimed at cracking
down on ticket scalping was
introduced Wednesday in the
Illinois House.
Two bills by Reps. Edward
A. Warman. D-Chicago. and
Robert Woodward. R-Chicago.
proposed that persons who
re-sell tickets must be licensed and lurnish bond.
Licensees would be required to keep records of all
rickets bought and sold and the
selling prices. The bills would
make it unlawful for any licensee to pay a gratuity in
connection with ticket sale.

SopWith
Daily Egyptian
Advertisers

As part of the deal to p!"ovide aid. the Soviet Union
is assumed to have regained
some influence over Vietnamese Communist policies.
If the Kremlin encourages
the North Vietnamese to develop increasingly aggressive
operations in South Viet Nam.
leading to more involvement of
American forces there and
counterstrikes to the north,
the result could be a U.S.Soviet confrontation in Southeast Asia.
So far the expectation here
has beell that the Soviet Union would gradually move the
Communigt
side toward a
negotiated peace settlemc:1t.

Red Chinese
Retaliation
Discounted
By John Cantwell
HONG KONG (AP) - Analysts in Hong Kong doubt that
Red China. despite its belligerent warnings, will retaliate against U.S. air strikes
on North Viet Nam.
Two reasons are Cited by
American. Commonwealth and
Nationaligt Chinese sources
in this British trading center
and international listening
post on China's south flank:
-Red China, despite its
.... "n-power and its recent explOSion of an atomic device,
does not have the resources
to wage a major war with the
United States.
- Peking believes such a
war is unnecessary, as it considers that the Viet Cong are
winning their fightto take over
South Viet Nam.
A Chinese Nationalist expert said Wednesday the Mao
Tze-tung regime t:annot financially afford a controntation with the United States.
"During the Korean War.
this point was driven home
very firmly to the Chinese
Communists," he said.

LBJ Seeks
To Reduce
Dollar Gap
WASHNGTON
CAP)
President Johnson imposed
strong new curbs and asked
new laws Wednesday to check
the dollar outflow, in a special message to Congress
which pledged "an end to our
b a I ~.n c e-of-payments deficit."
He clamped a deterrent tax
on American bank loans
abroad, effective at once, and
urged Congress to reduce to
$50, retail value, the dutyfree exemption for homecoming American travelers.
The tax on bank loans is
the same penalty tax-the "interest equalization tax" - now
imposed on Americans' purchases of foreign stocks and
bonds. Johnson called for a
two-year extension of the levy.
But the biggest saving"well over $1 billion," by
Secretary of the Treasury
Douglas Dillon's estimateis expected to come from
Johnson's call for a voluntary,
concerted clampdown by the
U.S. banking industry on Iongterm overseas credits.
Antitrust immunity for the
cooperating
bankers was
asked by the President, a device last used in the Korean
War.
Similar restraint-without
specific antitrust immunitywas asked by Johnson of industry leaders, to check the
rising flow of direct investment in European plants.
Favorable responses came
quickly from top businessmen,
and the reaction of congressional leaders was almost
wholly favorable.

Abel Gains Edge
In Steel Voting
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DESIGN FOR CRISIS

18 (or Girls, 21 for Men

Ban on Young Marriage
Proposed as Illinois Law
SPRINGFIELD CAP) - A ban
on marriages of -girls under
18 and young men under 21
was proposed Wednesday in
the Illinois Legislature.
Rep. Ralph Smith, R-Alton,
who· offered the bill, said his
purpose was to attack the divorce problem.
"Getting married too young
is one of the best ways of
ending up in a divorce court,"
he said. "Getting married under the shotgun does not tend
to create a good marriage."
The bill would eliminate the
parental consent provIsIon
which now enables girls 16
and over and males 18 and
over to get married.
Mandatory retirement of
state employes at age 65,
effective Jan. 1. 1967. was
sought in a bill submitted by
Rep., James Carrigan, DPeoria. He said there are "too
many old people" on the state
BlUce Shanks. Buffalo Evenina New.
payrolls.
The measure, supported by
Gov. Otto Kerner and the State
Per!;onnel Department, would
allow an employe to stay on
the job after 65 until 70 with
consent of a department head.
off
promises~
on
which
the
PARIS CAP) - President
Republican leaders filed a
Charles
de Gaulle said neutr~li&y would rest, howWednesday that fighting will ever.)
bill to establish a permanent
settle nothing in Southeast
Asia, and again offered to help
negotiate a neutralization of
Viet Nam, Laos and Cambodia.
A government spokesman,
reporting on a meeting of De
Gaulle with his cabinet. said
De Gaulle was not surprised
by the flareup of fighting in
the last two days.
The new violence confirms
De Gaulle's position that a
neutralization, should be negotiated, he said.
This means that <In the
countries involved in the
area-formerly French Indochina-would have to promise
to keep out of each other's
affairs.
De Gaulle said he stood
ready to participate in a new
session of the 1954 Geneva
conference which ended the Indochinese war in which France
was involved. But the initiative for calling new talks
belongs to Britain and the
Soviet Union, cochairmen of
the conference, he said.
De Gaulle first urged a
negotiated neutrality in 1963.
No one in the French government has vet described a method of e~lforcing the hands-

De Gaulle Again Calls for Negotiations

To Seek Southeast Asian Neutralization

legislative commiSSIOn With
supervision over reapportionment of
counties, cities
and other local governments.
The commission, conHisting
of legislative, public and local government members.
would give advisory opinions
on reapportionment and make
recommendations
to
the
legislature.

Bill Would Limit
Penalty of Death
SPRINGFIELD CAP) - A bill
to abolish the death penalty
except for treason won approval of the Illinois House
Judiciary Committee Wednesday. The vote was 23-8.
Rep. Robert Canfield, RRockford, prinCipal sponsor,
predicted passage by the
House, but foresaw trouble in
the Senate.
Rep. Francis Mahoney. DFreeport, who lost an attempt
in committee to retain the
death penalty for killing a
prison guard or for murder
while committing a forcible
felony, indicated he would
make another attempt on the
House floor.

ROUTE
13
EAST

OPEN
8 a.m.-9 p.m.:

PITTSBURGH, Pa. (AP) Shooting for a big upset, I. W.
Abel grabbed a slim unofficial
lead Wednesday over incumbent David J. McDonald in
steelworkers' balloting for a
president.
An Associated Press tabulation gave Abel a 3,000vote edge With 2,184 of the
union's 3,:300 locals reporting.
Abel's headquarters gave
him a much bigger lead. McDonald's camp claimed their
ma;) was ahead.
The vote was close enough
to make steelmakers shudder,
fearful that the election might
wind up in a court battle and
delay resumption of basiC
steel C;Jntract talks.
With some big locals still
unreported, Abel held a 181,
540 to 178,762 advantage in
CAIRO (i\ P) Egypt's
the AP tabulation. It was based prime Minister Aly Sabry told
on returns submitted from the the National Assembly
union's 29 district offices. Wednesday that West Germany
has promised to cut off arms
shipments to Israel.
In Bonn, West German government
officials declined
to comment but the Foreign
WASHINGTON
CAP)
Affairs Committee of Parliapresident Johnson appointed ment met late Wednesdl'lY
an informal three-member night, and it was presumed it
committee Wednesday to rec- discussed this subject.
ommend by Friday "a fair and
Sabry said that in return
equitable disposition" of re- Egypt would support reunimaining issues in the Fast fication of the two German
and Gulf Coast dock ~trike. states. This was believed to
Johnson directed Se: ....~tary be an indirect assurance that
of Labor W. Willard Wirtz, Egypt would not recognize
Secretary of Commerce John Red-ruled East Germany.
T. Connor and Sen. Wayne
The question of the arms
Morse. D-Ore., to meet with shipments-and West German
longshoremen and shippers fears that Egyp< would recfrom the western Gulf and ognize East Germany-had
southern Atlantic areas and brought relations between
come up with suggesti0n~, for. Bonn and' Cairo almost to a
resoh:~~g di.~~rences.
J?realcing pOint'.

DAILY

West German
A rms to Israel
Ban Reported

Panel AppOl·nted
For Dock Strike

REGULARLY $1.00 EACH ..•

PAPERMATE BALLPOINTS
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Librarian to Be Judge

On-Campus

The Mrs. William O·Brien.
who will help judge the Mrs.
Southern contest. works with
the Illinois State Library.
southern branch. A Daily
Egyptian article on the contest appearing Wednesday erro neo u sl y
listed Mrs.
O·Brien as a research assistant in home economics.

Job Interviews
MONDAY. FEBRUAFY 15:

pierced
earrings
CARROLL RILEY

solid gold

Prof. Riley to Give
Kaplan Lecture

3.95 - 10.95

McNeill's
JEWELRY
21 .. S. illinoiS A.e.

SPUDNUTS
For your next Date
Live it up BIG With

SPUDNUTS
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY

Jim Breumer'.

College Inn
Home of the

Featuring

520 E. Maira

original

BarL~ued

Otieken8

Rib8

AI80 Homemade Pie8 & Cobblen
457·5944 for Corry.Out

OWN A NEW

SMIIIiC1lJJlNA
PO~iter

COLLEGE LIFE INSURANCE CO., CHAMPAIGN, ILL.: Seeking LA&S and Business
majorH for Sale~ and Sales Management
Trainees.

RENTAL OWNERSHIP PLAN
NIII"S ..... YOU 001
t. SrJrd from our lI«l lhe ry.... dylr and C'OJor you wtIIt.

ALLSTATE INSURANCE CO •• SKOKIE,ILL.:
Seeking Business and LAS,S seniors interested
in purHuing careers in Sales, Claims. Underwriting, and Office Supervisory.

SilOl II trnt.al

:&~nt

t.,

and pay rhr first 1INM'Ith·. rt1lt.
p.!HI r4:11Llls purC'h.ue

HUE AlE 'HE "OVAN'AGES.
I. 'so 0. li~hun tl' buy.
:l. s.·n"'~ '''''''m' ch. ••Kf.o du"n~ thr tnt,..1 a-:nOlI
;1.." ......:UCTRU" i'()KT.-\BI.E Iypt"""rit('r in your
humt" W.dluUl upsrtling )0'" hudp'''.

Brunner Office Supply Co.
321 S. ILLINOIS AVE,
CARBONDALE, ILL,

STREATOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS,
STREA TOR, ILL.: Seeking teaching candidates K -8. Also, 7th Grade Science and
Basic Math 7th &: 8th English/SoCial Studies,
and Speech Correction.
THURSDA Y, FEBRUARY 18:
PLEASANT HILL COMM. DlST #3, PLEASANT HILL. ILL: Seeking teacher candidates
for all Jr. High Academic areas. Boys' PEl
Basketball Coach combination, Jr. High Girls'
PE, and Jr. High or Sr. High Librarian.
INTERNA TlONAL
BUSINESS MACHINES
CORP., ST. LOUIS. MO.: Seeking seniors
with majors in Engineering, Mathematics,
Physics, Chemistry. Data Processing and
Programming.
HUMBLE OIL CO., OAK BROOK, ILLINOIS:
Seeking BUSiness, LA&S and Engineering
majors for positions as Retail Sales Representatives, Chemists, and Engineers (CE.
EE, ME. IE, and Chemical).
ALLIED CHEMICAL CORP. NEW YORK,
N.Y.: Seeking Business and Science majors
for positions as Accountants and Chemists.

THE MAGNAVOX CO .• FORT WAYNE. INDIANA: Seeking Accounting majors to enter
the Accounting Training Program.

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA CITY SCHOOLS:
See above listing.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY. 19:

STIX, BAER & FULLER, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI: Seeking Home Ec. BusineHs, and LA&S
majors for Merchandising Training Program.
CATERPILLAR TRACTOR CO" PEORIA,
ILL.: Seeking Engineering majors, Business
majorH. LA&S majorH for various training
programs. Also, will be interviewing for
Summer Internship Accounting Program
Trainees.
WHEELING PUBLIC SCHOOLS, WHEELING.
ILL.: (Cook County), Seeking Elementary
teachers for all grade levels and Jr. High
teachers for all Hubject areas.
WEDNESDA Y, FEBRUARY 17:
CATERPILLAR TRACTOR
ILL.: See listing above.

ASSOCIATED SPRING CORP •• MATTOON,
ILL: Seeking Business and Engineering majors for positions in Sales, Manufacturing,
and Engineering.
WALLACE BUSINESS FORMS, INC., CHICAGO. ILL: Seeking Business and LA&S
seniors for positions in Sales.
PRICE, WATERHOUSE AND CO •• ST. LOUIS,
MO.: Seeking Accountants.
DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS. DETROIT,
MICHIGAN: Seeking Elementary Teachers for
all grade le\'eIH and Senior High Teachers
for all subject areas. Also, Special Ed.
Teachers.
MFHLVILLE SCHOOL DlST., ST. LOUIS,
MO.: Seeking teachers for Elementary and
Secondary levels. All grade levels and subject
areaH.

CO .• PEORIA.

U.S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, ST. LOUIS,
MO.: Seeking, Engineering majorH and Associate of Technology degree candidates for
Engineering Technician and Engineering
DraftHmen po!<itions.

FULLERTON UNION HIGH SCHOOL AND JR.
COLLF.GE, FULLERTON. CALIF.: Seeking
Senior High Teachers for all subject areas
and Jr. College teachers for all subject
areas.

~f ~.•,.. nwlllimW'
R"tlt until rC'nI ..:
1JnI"t"(1luslth.l.ll~.... fC'T' .••

• • Giwe " _ . ' ._ _ '

B. F. GOODRICH, AKRON, OHIO: Seeking
Business. Accountants, LAI!IS and Marketing
seniors for Training in various programs.
Also. Chemistry majors.

RATH PACKING CO .• WATERLOO, IOWA:.
Seeking Business andLA&SseniorsforSales
Trainees and Product. Management Trainee
Programs.

RITENOUR CONSOLID,\ TED SCHOOL DISTRICT. OVERLAND, MISSOURI: Seeking all
Secondary Teachers in all subject areas.

irs
lOasy

~

AETNA LIFE INSURANCE CO., ST. LOUIS,
MO.: Seeking Business and LA&S Heniors
for Training programs in Group and Pension
Program.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. CHAMPAIGN,
ILL: Seeking Engineering and Science majors
for Hydraulic Engineering and Chemist
positions.

"Slo - Smoke" Bar B Q

Phone

OAK LAWN, ILLINOIS SCHOOLS: Seeking
Elementary, Elementary Librarian. Art,
Vocal Music, Speech Correction, and A
Guidance Counselor - MS and man preferred
for thiH position.

lI.s.

(SIU ALUM)

Beef

SAN DIEGO CITY SCHOOLS, SAN DIEGO,
CALIF.: Seeking Elementary teachers for
all grade levels and Jr. andSr. High Teachers
for all subject areas.

CARNATION COMPANY. CLAYTON, MISSOURI: Seeking LAS,S and Business seniors
carroll L. Riley. associate for Sales Trainee program.
professor of anthropology. has
been selected to present the FOOTHILL COLLEGE. LOS ALTOS. CALIannual Leo Kaplan Memori- FORNIA: Seeking instructors in the following
al Lecttlre for the Sigma Xi areas; Business, Music. Art. Drama, Home
Club Wednesday. Ernest Kur- Ec., English/Speech. P. E •• Science. and
maH, local Sigma Xi secre- Counselor. MS or MA required.
tary. said.
Riley
will
speak
on
TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 16:
"Adolphe Bandelier. a Giant
of Research."
The public
R.O.V.A.
DIST. #208. ONEIDA.
meeting will be at 0 p.m. ILLINOIS: SCHOOL
Seeking Second Grade and Sixth
in the Home Economics Fam- Grade Teachers. Also. Teachers for Chemily Living Lounge.
istry, PhysiCS. Ind. Arts/Driver Training
combination. Jr. High Math and Coach (Coaching not necessary but preferred).

from

Pork

SPECIAL ED. OF QUINCY, ILL: Seeking
Speech correctionists. EMH. Deaf. TMH
teachers.

ROWLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT, ROWLAND
HEIGHTS, CAI.IF.: Seeking teachers for the
Elementary grades k-6 and Secondary prepared teachers to team teach in Jr. High
School. Also seeking reading teacherH, Speech
TherapistH, l\IuHic Teachers and Guidance
Consultants.
BRE~lEN COl\f:,\1. DbT, #228, MIDLOTHIAN,
ILLINOIS: Seeking teachers in Biology, Commcr..:e,
English, Development Reading,
French, General Science, Guidance, Home
Ec., Indu,;trial Ed., Language ArtH, Larin,
Library, l\lath, i\lenH' PE, Womens PE,
Social StudieH, Spanish, CoacheH in Gymnastics, Swimming, and Football.

"n
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YELLOWS. ARE· SOUGHT. BY • PEOPLE. OF • THOUGHT

YELLOW CAB CO., INC.
Phone 457-8121
PRESIDENT
.
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City Council Gives Approval
To Nickel Hike in Cab Fares

':-:--

~~ ..J.
SIU TRUSTEES - The SID Board of Trustees
posed for this picture after they recently re-elected officers at their first meeting of 1965. They
are (seated, left to right) Melvin Lockard. Matoon
banker, secretalY; John Page Wham, Centralia
attorney, chairman; and Kenneth L. Davis, Harrisburg merchant, vice chairman. And (rear row,

left to right) board member Lindell Sturgis. Metropolis; Delyte W. Morris. SID president; and
board member Harold R. Fischer. Granite City.
Not present were board members Arnold H. Maremont, Chicago; Dr. Martin V. Brown, Carbondale;
and Ray Page (ex-officio), state superintendent
of Puhlic Instructions.

Carbondale's [wo taxi companies have been give permission by the City Council
to hike fares five cents.
They had asked for 10 cents
but the Council voted the fivecent hike upon the recommendation of Gene Ramsey.
public safety commissioner
and chairman of the committee
appointed to study the proposed raise.
TlJe Yellow Cab Co. and
Campus Cab Co. requested
the
fare
increase last
November.
As a result of the Council's action, taxi's are now
permitted to charge 45 cents
" for the . first fare they pick
up instead of 40 cents.
The firms also requested
to increase rates for the
second party picked up by the
same cab from 20 to 25 cents.
They also wanted to charge
15 cents each for any additional fare beyond two.
However. the Council turned
down both these requests.
Other action at the meeting
included:
A group of residents living
in an area bounded by Cherry,
Walnut. Poplar and Forest
presented a petition asking
for rezoning in order to stop

construction of dormitories
in the area. One of the major
objections to the large amount
of construction in the area is
the lowering of property
values and destroying the
beauty of the heighborhood.
A letter to the council asking
that parking on Main be discontinued to relieve traffic
problems in the commercial
area was presented by the
League of Women Voters.

Inmates Will Get
Ceramics Course
Patients in the Illinois Security Hospital and the Psychiatric Division of Menard
State Prison are going to work
in creative ceramics as part
of their occupational therapy.
Classes will be provided for
the [wo institutions by SIU's
Division of Technical and
Adult Education.
Patiencs in the Security
Hospital will 11ave a class
each· Tuesday morning from
8:30 to 11. Classes will be
held in Menard's Psychiatric
Division Tuesday afternoons
from 12 to 3. James Wright,
a graduate student at SIU, will
teach the classes.

Doesn" Miss a Ga me

Basketball Chief's Wife
Caged a Real Winner
By Stan Nicpon
If one ilad to guess the one
thing that might be around
the Hartman reSidence, one
would probably say a basketball hoop. Actually there is
not one to be found.
Jack Hartman, Salukl basketball coach, rarely bas the
time to shoot a few hoops
with his busy coaching schedule.
"My husband is like a business executive. He leaves
his work at the office. When
my husband comes home, he

Who's Coming?
Beauty and Beast
"They're Coming," boldly
lettered signs announced last
week.
"Who's Coming?" queried a
second set of teasers this
week.
Proponents of the graphic
dialogue revealed today that
who's coming is Beauty and
the Beast. who will be named
the "Beauty aild the Beast"
dance Feb. 19. The duo will
be piclced np.xt week through
student voting from among
10 entries in the Alpha Psi
Omega, national service fratel"nity, contest.
The Beauty and the Beast
contest is an expansion of
the past Ugly Man on Camous
contests, sponsored by the
same group.
Voting will take place
through the week on a pennya-vote basis.

at

Morris to Receive
Title to VTl Land
Dale Wilson, regional director of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
will be on campus today to
present the title to the land
on which VTI is located to
President Delyte W. Morris.
The presentation will take
place at 2:30 p.m.

becomes a father to our tl:I~e
daughters. ages 12, eight and
six'" said Mrs. Pat Hartman.
"Before and after each
game, my husband concerns
himself with the family, and
nothing more," she added.
Mrs. Hartman. an attractive blue-eyed brunette, finds
being a coach's wife a demanding yet a rewarding life. Even
though her family talces up
much of her time, Mrs. Hartman is her husband's biggest
fan.
"I never miss a home game
and listen to the away games
with my daughters over the
radio. We have our own private cheering section,,' she
added.
Mrs. Hartman enjoys Southern very much and hopes to
stay in Carbondale for some
time to come. The Hartman's
moved to SIU after spending
two years in Kansas. "The
people here are very friendly
and considerate," she said.
Asked if she had met any of
the Saluki cagers, she replied, "Ob, yes. They have
been to our bome many times.
They all are fine athletes,
and above all, they are fine
gentlemen as well. My busband and I are very proud
of them an."
"1 would like to express
my thanks for the enthusiasm
shown in the recent basketball games. As we all know,
enthusiasm that will get the
team on the winning track is
most helpful to the fans, as
well as the players. It is
heartening to know that the
student body gives such a
wonderful backing to tbe
team."
Even though Mrs. Hartman
is busy raising a family, she
still finds time to !larticipate
in community activities and
even play bridge with friends.
Asked if she and the other
wives of coaches had formed
an informal "coaches' wives
club", Mrs. Hartman laugbingly replied, "Notbing like
that but aU of us are good
friends."

BORENS

Foodliner

0
Pork
Roast

Fresh Picnic Style

19C

LB.

29(

Whole Sliced Picnics
Completely Boneless

Pork Roast

49C

Lb.

IT'S

KRAUT TIME I

Willie's

Armour

Sauer Kraut

Spareribs lb.

Armour

lb.

Polish Sausage

59C

Betty Crocker - Dark Choclate , Yellow,
White, Devils Food, Lemon Velvet

Cake Mixes

Armour - Skinless

Wieners

g

Betty Crocker Whole

Angel Cake Mix
Limited to a

Flour

5.00 p.rehase

lb.

2 s·59C
Pk

Gold Medal

49c

5

Ibs.
Bag

39C
39C

Select IGA Natures Best Produce
Select Golden Ripe

Bananas

4

Fresh $sKing Tender

Asparagus

LB.

LBS·39(

49C
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SIU Coed Badminton Players
Compete in lntercollege Meet
The Women's Recreation
Association's coed badminton
club recently competed with
six other colleges anduniversities in the annual Illinois
Intercollegiate Bad min ton
Tournament at Eastern UUnois University.

Play Billiards
NIGHTLY

They were the University of
Illinois. Illinois State Universiry. Western minois University~ Eastern minois University. Blackburn College and
Principia College~
SIU's Karen Brandon and
Mary Ann Groit took second
place in the women's doubles.
The other SIU results were:
Paula Von Gerichten and Uncia
Hoffman - semifinals,
women's doubles; Mary Jane
Dameron - semifinals, women's s'ngles consolation; Jane
Johnston - finals, women's
singles consolation; Joe Pratt
and Martin Planz-semifinals,
men's doubles consolation;
Karen Brandon and Martin
Planz - semifinals, mixed
doubles.
Charlotte West, women's
athletic adviser. took first
place faculty mixed doubles
with her partner Scott Smith
from Eastern minois University.

DIAMO.GS
lud,et'e,.. s

•

OPEN'tii
12 each night

CD

Fr.:::~;:~let
luytng
INCOMPARABLE
watch, jewelry.
shaver
reconditioning

2 - 5 Day SERVICE

.Lun9wil:z :JE.f,vt:.fe!t
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
SH.,PPING CENTER
611 S. lIIinoi"

In Class Your Vision
Really Does Count
D{ln'l lake a chanee
00 your 8ighl for
vanity'8 8ake. We
offer .complett"
gla88e8. lenses and a
8elel'tion of hundreo8
of late81 style frames
We al.o replace
at only
len.e. while you wait! • Contact lens Servic.

$9.50

CONRAD OPTICAL
Across from the Varsity Theater - Dr. J.H. Cave, Optometrist
Com. 16th and Monroe, Herrin - Dr. R. Conrad, Optometrist

Your- Friendly

MARTIN

Swimming andG;;;'nastics Mix
For Tumbling Champ Schmitz
Do gymnastics and swimnting mix?
Frank Schmitz believes so,
and what's more, he's out to
prove it.
S<:hmitz, who just won the
World's Tumbling Championship in London, is a big point
man on Coach Bill Meade's
gymnastics
team.
What's
more, he is also swimming
Coach Ralph Casey's best
diver.
Schmitz has been active in
sports since childhood. He
wanted most to play high
school football and baSketball,
but a motorcycle acc.ident,
which fractured his skull, prevented him from competing in
any combative sports.
Since he was already a gooJ
swimmer, Schmitz was forced
to turn to gymnastics to provide him with a challenging
pasrime.
By this time he was a fteshman in high school, and although :Je started slowly, he
soon became literally a oneman tedm for his Lafayette
(La.) High School.
"Gymnastics wasn't a big
sport in my high school and
I was the only one to tryout
for the tcam."
Lafayette's one-man team
became successful, finishing
third in fHate competition during Schmitz's junior year.
His best events were tumbling,
thl? trampoline and the long
hors:e, but being the only ream
member he received enough
experience in the othe!" events

to become better than average.
He earned many awards in
high school gymnastic competition, some of which were:
National AAU Champion.
1962.
- Junior National Vaulting
Champion, 1963;
- Three-time LouisianaState
High School trampoline champion, 1960-62;
- United States Open Invitational winner. 1963.
He was also the Southern
AAU Diving Champion in 1962.
With these top gymnastic
awards in his posse;;sion. it's
no wonder Meade wanted him
to come to Southern.
Actually Meade had to do
very Hule persuading, since
Schmitz had his mind made up
to participate for the best
gymnastic team in the countrjo,
which he felt was Southern.
Now, only a sophomore,
Schmitz has already succeeded in filling Southern's
only weak spot last season,
the trampoline. He is undefeated in dual meets this season on the trampoline.
Besides his trampoline duties, Schmitz works freeexercise :!nd the long horse, He
is undefeated in free exercise and has lost but one time
on the long horse.
Since he has been at Southern, S..:hmitz has added more
awards to his already long list.
Awards he has won include:
Two-time Easi:-West
Trampoline Champion,
19~~.-64;

Service Stations
315 N. Illinois

421 E.

~.lain

914 W. Main

Pakistanis to Play
Host to U.N. Guest
The Pakistan Student Association will hold a dinner
'in honor of Amjad Ali, permanent representative of Pakistan to the United Nations,
at 12:30 p.m. Sunday in the
Renaissance Room of the University Center.
Ali is visiting the campus
this weekend in connection
with the Model United Nations
Assembly, .at which he will
speak.

BATES

APPRECIATE

TV & APPLIANCE
SERVICE CO.

THE BUSINESS FROM SIU

pmLCO

STUDENTS ••• FACULTY ••.
EMPLOYEES & THEIR FAMILIES

Dealer
SALES-SERVICE-RENT ALS

WE OFFER THE
FINEST PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
& AUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES
for your ear care. plus You Save 2 Ways - Low Prices
Plus Top J'"alue Stamps With Each Purchase

South African Games Trampoline Champion, 1963;
World Tumbling Champion,
1965;
Runner-up World's Trampoline Champion with Gary
Erwin, 1965.
Besides these gymnastic
accomplishments Schmitz finished first in diving at the
SIU University of Cincinnati
meet and finished second in
the Nebraska meet.
Schmitz's other interests
include playing the piano, guitar, harmonica and organ.
Schmitz claims to be just an
average musician but has
played in a number of bands,
Although his list of awards
is staggering, Schmitz has his
mind set on winning another
one. He wants to become the
NCAA free exercise, trampolir:e and vaulting champion.
He will get his chance this
April when the finals of the
NCAA gymnastic championships are held in the Arena.

"We Repair All Makes"
BATES
TV & APPLIANCE
SERVICE CO.
OPEN 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
II" S. DIVISION

CARTERVILLE

SI5 S. ILL.

Ph.- 457.2955

h'&l1

v crvD......
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Foreign Lanuage Test
The graduate proficiency
exams in forE::ign languages
will be given at 10 a.m.
Saturday at WheE::lcr Hall.
All graduate students taking
the exams must prE::sent an
authorization from the Graduate School to take the tE::sts.

Salukis Are Aiming
For Record Streak
George McNeil. tbe highscoring guard of the basketball team. is nearing a new
record for free throw accuracy. The existing mark of
.803 was set by Charlie Vaughn
in 1961-62 when he sank 41
of 51 attempts. McNeil is
currently shooting .878 from
the foul line by making 65
(If 74 tries 80 far this season.
The 6-2 junior from St. Louis
has hit 26 of 28 free throws
in hime games for a remarkable 93 per cent.
McNeil is also doing well
from the field where he leads
the team in field goal shooting with a .497 percentage.

*

high in consecutive victories
for Coach Jack Hartman. The
longest string for Hartman in
his first two years has been
seven.

Try
The

*

PIT

The Saluki cagers' victory
over Kentucky Wesleyan
marked the first time in the
history of the rivalry that
Southern has won both games
in a season. It was also the
second straight victory by a
large margin. Only six schools
have beaten Wesleyan by more
than 25 points in the last ten
years, but the Salukis almost
did it twice in one year. The
Salukis won the first meeting
100-75 and the second 94-70.

e. lftCIin

. Steaks
. Chicken

*

The Sakkis have won five
Southern seems to have
basketball games in a row
and are shooting for a new taken a great liking to playing
in the Arena after their first
eight home contests. The
Salukis are ahead of the opposition in every department
Student tickets to the SIU- in picking up eight straight
victories
in their new home.
Evansville basketball game
The Salukis lead opponents
will go on sale Feb. 25 at the
in
shooting
percentages 42
ticket offt.;e in the Arena.
Only persons with season per cent to 37 per cent, in
rebounding
439-335, and
tickets will be able to buy
the passes from 9 a.m. to scoring with an average of 84
to
the
opponents'
58.
noon. but from 1 to 4 p.m.
that day and all the next any
student With an activity card
But the basketball team isn't
will be able to buy a ticket. the only one to succeed under
There are more than 5.000 the big dome. The gymnastics
tickets available and about tea m finished its home
2,000 season ticket holders. schedule unbeaten in three
All reserved seat tickets have meets, and their female counbeen sold out for several terparts are unbeaten in two
weeks.
meets.

Evansville Tickets
Go on Sale

Auto & tMtw Scooter

1N5URANCE
Fin... cial R.s_sibility Filings
EASY PAYMENT PLANS
3.6 0.12 Months

I FIIUNICIA~L RESPONSI BILITY
POLICIES

*

FRANKLIN
INSURANCE
AGENCY

SIU Swimmers to Meet Southern Methodist
In Pool With Seating Capacity of 2,500
SIU's swimmers will be
competing in a pool with what
is probably the largest seating
capacity in the United States
when they meet Southern
Methodist University swimmers Feb. 26 in1>allas.
The SMU pool is located
in what used to be the school's
basketball stadium. It has
seating for about 2.500.
Jack McGl.lire, Iowa State
swimming coach, whose team
lost to the Salukis here last
Saturday, is praising his
team's new pool.
The 75-by-50-foot racing
area will be the site of the
championships
in
NCAA
March. SIU swimmers will
compete.

•
University's

Indiana
triumph over the SIU swimming
team last week was the Big
Ten power's 45th straight dUlil
win. The streak. which began
in 1959, could come to a close
Saturday. though willan the
Hoosiers are hosts to tough
Michigan State.
Both the Hoosiers and the
Wolverines are among the top
teams in the country. In fact,
in the American Swimmer
magazine's annual poll Indiana was ranked the No. 2
team in the country and
Michigan State was No.8,

MAKE EXTRA
SPENDING MONEY
He..·s port.tim. -r. that's
and affe.. ...'ua"'e
selling ...pe.i ....ce. En... 11 new
ftlemDel's in Aeolian·s exciting
new record club. For detelils
and free mat .. ria's, phone Mr.
Willi_ Stoelzle (314) CH 1.
6815, o. write c/o Aeolian Co.
of Mo., 1004 OIiYe St., St.
Lo .. is, Mo. 63101. "On.. of
Americo's
most
respected
enjoy .... 'e

music .. ..,ecialty stores.·

•
Hoosiers

The
may not be
showing any signs of worry
about the upcoming meet. but
their fans certainly are.
Streaming
into
Indiana's
Roy~r
Pool
before the
Hoosier-SIU clash, all they
seemed to talk about was the
upcoming "one with Michigan:'
Some of them didn't even
know 'N'ho Indiana was competing against Friday night.
But they knew one thing. They
hoped at least it would be a
contest.
The rabid HfJosier viewers
apparently hadn't even had
their spirit of competition
whetted in the squa~'s first
home meet of the },!'!ar,
a lopsided 72-27 victory OVti!'
North Central College.
For that matter they hadn't
seen much of a meet in two
years, because last year [he
powerful national runnerup
steamrolled past Cincinnati
72-3:j and Michigan 80-43 in
its only home appearances.
So the Hoosier fans were
ready for a Hule excitement.
The Salukis were accommodating. Almost too much so.
They won three individual

TO SENIORS AND
GRADUATE STUDENT

re.

Hoy. ~
won
.......
how
to get the important s . , of
yo.. ...d you. talents in ...... t
of companies who do NOT send

recfUiters

to

your

caa.pus?

Tap·notch companies - 'arge
and small - from all o"e' the
U.S. ..se QED to help th .....

::t ::!irs=~!~~c=::::'S whD
A post cord will "ring yo.. full
delails. Write TODAY.
QED Center Inc., Box 147
Bronxville, N,ew York
10708

703 S. Illinois Ave.
Phone 457-4461

GEORGE McNEn.

events and g<.lve veteran
Coach
Jim Counsilman's
squad all it wanted in three
other races.
You just don't win 6 of 11
events against Indiana, as the
Salukis well know. But they
came close, and the Indiana
fans appreciated their performance, especially that of
tall Saluki distance ace Thorn
McAneney.

~~~--~========~

SALUKI CURRENCY EXCHANGE
Compus Shopping Cent.,

.on".r'. Licens•

• Check Cashin,
• Nota." Public
• Money 0,. . .
• Title Senice

.Pultlic S..........
.2 Dey Licen.e PIa..
S-Vice

•

~

5. . . hours 9:00 ..
6.00_ry da..

• Pay )'our Gos, Ught, Phone, ond Water Bills here

Daily Egyptian Classified Ads
Classified advertising rates: 20 words o. less are $1.00 per
insertion; additional word~ five cents each; 'our consecutive

personalized
valentine
heart-shaped
cakes

issues for $3.00 (20 words). Paya"le before Ihe deadline,
which is two days prior to publication, except for Tuesday's
paper, which is noon Friday~
The Daily Egyptian does not refund money when ads are can.
celled.
The Daily Egypti ... reser"es the right to reject any advertising

FOR SALt
New Moon 3SX8 ........traU ..1:
704 E. Port. St., Lt. no. 5, Car.
bondede. CoMplete with

-271

~':.1:::.::.chE::;'I':. 36ca!:;t.

9 inch
2 layer

Student
Pastry
presents an

original
idea for
that special
someone

tion. See at 120 E. Parle, no. 15
". call 457-6489.
273

::1i!,C~:;:!~tl..!!ro:; :~'::
Body ... d running gear in e ..•
cell_t condition. $250. 4S7.
8974.
260
Attention.

Doc'.

Coin

1964 Capriala, 75 C.c. Goad
condition.
$275.00.
Co"
Russ 453-3139.
Baily Hall
213.
266
1964 ...d A"state 60cc, 1500
mil...
Excellent condition.
S195 or best offer. Call Rich
457·88n.
261
1959 Pari"a 175 c.c.

ORDER EARLY
PH. 7-4334

FREE DELIVERY

Shop

:::n";hi!.ut..c.;s S:::'::;lh~~Old ... d .are coins for sal ...
Also ~upp'ies.
270

Excel·

lent condition running every-

day. Reliable. 1958 Indi ...
700 C.c. Wi" consider trade.
Larry or Stu 9·3719, 304 E.
Hester.
265

1964 Handa 50 sports. Perfect
condition. Less th ... 600 mile ..
R.asonable. 410 W. Freeman.
Phone .57.790S, Mike, bet_en
9.1' p.....
269
exqui.ite Sapphi.. ...d white
gold engag_ent/w..... ing .ing
set.
Original national _arelwinning de.ign. Saerlfice. Call
549-3659.
236

HELP WA:-.ITi:D
Salesman w_tee!. Apply at
Zwick & Goldsmith.
262
Male student to share new ai ••
conditio".... apartment sp"ing
letm with phy sicolly h ... dicapped gracl student and other
st..dent. Outside 2 mile limit.
Free roam and board,. utilities.

Same t.ansportation. Ask only
part time care of grad student.
Call eyenings 549- 1314. 267
2 students for part-time work.
Car necess"ry; 51.50 ~oran.
teed.
Call Weldon DeGroot
6-7 p.m. Ph. 457-5242 o. M ....
lion 99~Sl48.
257

DAILY EGYPTIAN

P.,.li

San Francisco Finds
SIU No Golden Gate
By Bob Reincke

Whitey Ford's·
Pitching Hand
Won't Sweat
NEW YORK (AP) - This will
come as a great shock to Al
Lopez. Whitey Ford is worried
about his left: hand being too
dry.

When Ford pitches against
AI's Chicago WhiteSox,l.opez
often claims the New York
Yankee left-hander has too
much moisture on that leJJ
hand. In fact, Lopez comes
right out in the open and says
Whitey is throwing a spiner.
Ford said Tuesday, when he
signed his $60,000 contract,
toos in his careM, -that he
longer perspired on the left
side of his upper body after
undergoin~
sur gery last
November.
'"My legs sweat but not my·
forehead, hand, arm or body
on the left side." said Ford.
ul have small hands. I really
need a little moisture on the
hand:'
He shrugged his shoulders
and smiled.
"I guess I'll have to rub
my hands together or
something:'
Ford went to Houston in
November for an operation to
remove an arterial blockage in
his left fOlearm.

no

Drinking Laws
Hard to Enforce
(Continued fr_ P.p 1)
do a thorough job. He has,
however, talked recently With
bartenders and tavern owners,
urging them to observe· the
law.
uThe solution will have ro
come from the tavern operators themselves:' Hazel said,
"even if it means cbeeking
ev~rybody
coming in the
door:'
Some taverns do check at
the door or while they are
se'lting their customers, he
said. Others "go along with"
enforcement for a while, but
relax later.
.
The problem is hampered,
Hazel said, because "there's
no law saying a person can't
go in a tavern and dance and
drink cokes:'
He feels the legislature
would go a long way toward
securing enforcement of present liquor statutes if it would
pass !t law· prohibiting minors
from ,even being inside the
door of a tavern.
Or, he was asked, a law
lowering the age to 18? "'ies,
said Hazel. "If a man is old
enough to go into the service
he should be old enough to
drink. But as long as the
present law is on the books
it has to be enforced."

n. 1965

Woman Cagers Will Compete
In Sectional Meet at Normal

Rebound Record Broken

Southern's surging Salukis,
led by the scoring of Walt
Frazier and the rebounding of
Boyd O'Neal, swamued San
Francisco
State 9O-S7
Wednesday night in the Arena.
Frazier pumped in 2S
points, and O'Neal pulled down
a record-breaking 21 rebounds to lead the Salukis past
the outclassed californians.
,The victory was the sixth
in'a·row for Coach Jack Hartman's Salukis, who are now
13-4 on the season. The setback was the ninth of the sea-

FeIIrua"

Women's baSketball teams
from Stu will compete in a
sectional tournament at nlinois State University at Normal Saturday.
Charlone West, instructor
in women's physical education, said SIU will send three
teams to Normal, each to play
two games.
Southern will be host to
Western lllinois University
and Principia College on Feb.
20.
Players on the women's
team s include:
Paula VonGerichten. Oneta
Spence, Carol Stefaniak, Karen Brandon. Marilyn HarriS,
Cathy Mostop.
Sue Buckley. JaneJohnston,
Mary Michael, Pat Knauer.
Carol Hilliard, Sharon
Trampe, Joyce Niestemski.

son for the Golden Garors,
who are now at the .500 mark
after 18 games.
The Salukis got off on the
wrong foot at the start. they
had trouble hitting from the
field. But Frlizier ~n caught
fire to pump in five points
and tie the game at S-5. Then
F r i s c.o ' S Jon Crawford
dn'pped in a free throw to put SETS RECORD - SlUts Boyd
the Gators back in the lead. O'Neal set a new school IeBut it was short lived, as coni Wednesday night.
He
George McNeil sank a jump snared 21 to beat the old mark
shot to put Southern ahead to of 20 held jointly by Charlie
stay.·
Vaughn and Ed Spila.
Southern made several attempts to pull away during outdid the visitors in shooting
the first half but couldn't as the Salukis hit .487 to San
maintain the momentum to Francisco's .330.
build up a substantial margin
over the pesky californians.
The· Salukis' biggest lead in
the half was a 13-point spread
when the score was 29-16 midway through the first 20 minutes. The Golden Gators whittled away at the lead in the
final stages of the half to
cut Southern's lead to 42-32
a.~ intermission.
Frazier, McNeil and Joe
Ramsey sparked Southern's
offense in the first half as they.
pumped in 11, 10 and 8 points
each. O'Neal pulled down nine
of his record tptal of rebounds in the initial half, and
played a fine defensive game.
Q11B11 DAYS·A . . .
The Salukis got olf to a
.A.M. ... , ...
better start in the second half
as they started clicking onoffense to widen their margin.
The fired-up Southern five
reeled off a IO-point spurt
early in the half to build up
a 58-38 lead with 12:44 left
in the game. The Salukis' enthusiasm seemed to spillover
Br~ccoli
into the stands as they recei ved a rousing standing ovation from the crowd when they
PKGs·39C
came off the court for a time
out with 8:43 remaining_
Coach Hartman brought the
second five into duty With
Southern ahead 78-51, and the
reserves came through to add
12 points to the Salukis' total
in the last three minutes.
Southern outscored the Golden Gators 48-25 in the secorv.l
half as they tightened the defense and pulled away behind
some hot-shooting from the
field. After making 16 of 40
field goal attempts in thefirsr
half, the Salukis upped their
percentage in the.. second half
by shooting a blistering .S78
from the field. Frazier
was one of the main reasons
for the second half surge as he
connected on seven of nine
attempts in the final half.
Frazier's 2S points topped
all scorers for the game.
The sophomore standoul was
followed by teammates McNeil and Ramsey wbo were
also in double figures with
15 and 14 points respectively.
O'Neal scored nine poinr.s in
the game, but his rebounding
was the importa:1t facter. The
6-6 junior's total of 21 broke
the old mark of 20 which was
set by Charlie Vaughn in 1959
and tied by Ed Spila in 1962.
O'Neal also made a fine defensive effort when he blocked
seven shots and baited down
several passes.
Joe Galbo led the scoring
for the visitors with 14 points.
He was followed by [)ennis
Lewis with 13 and Everett
Adams with 10. Adams' total
was well below his season's
average of 19 a game.
Southern'g ability to control
the boards played a big role
in the victory as the Salukis
pulled down 60 re bounds to
Frisco's 33. Southern also

Mary Goodman, Linda Hoffman, Jalld Huckelbridge, Jane
Kahl, Mary Ann Griot, Sue
Roberts, Joyce Kanofsky, Judy
Anderson, Sue Lampert, Donna Wittnam.

13-Cent Investment
Paya '150,000 in Pool
MADRID (AP) - A 13-cent
investment in Spain's soccer
pool has brought a ceturn of
$150,000 to a Cordoba brick
layer.
Rafael Aramuz, 32, collected the record Windfall
Tuesday by correctly predicting the outcomes of all 14
matches in the pool.

Shop With
Daily Egyptian
Advertise,.
U.s. GoY. 11'I"p'~tetI

FRYERS
LB.

25(

Country Girl

29<

Smoked Picnic..
Young Plump

It)~sting

Chickens

39C

Birds Eye Mixed

Hickory Smoked

Veg. or Chopped

Slab Bacon

39C

2/1.00

Mayrose
Wieners

48C

Kaiser foil

2125 ft. Rolls

45e

A.G. Pears

2/303 cans

45e

BeHy Crocker Angel Food Mix

1501:.
pkg.

2401:.

Staley's \YaHle Syrup

Bottle

3ge
3ge

35e
- 25e
2ge

Hodges Chili

1301:. can

Jello

3 Plcgs.

Charmin Tissue

4 ROLLS

Swift aeef Stew

2 cans

White Potatoes

201b. Bag

$1.59

Carrots

Cello Bog

lOe

Navel Oranges

8ge

69C

free - Large Kite with Purchase of

Red Delicious Apples

4 LBS.59(

doz.

